Death: The Unthinkable?
John von Neumann, one of the greatest twentiethcentury mathematicians, was eminently able to think what no one had yet thought, if not quite about that which everybody sees, then certainly about the hardly visible structures and relationships underlying so many realities we all see and experience. He thought what had not yet been thought by hardly anyone about quantum physics, logic, the theory of computers and automata, and the mathematics of game theory and economics. Some of his contributions, never before thought into being, were monumentally original (3) . Yet, he found his own impending and premature death to be utterly unthinkable.
I refer to this great mathematician here because he was accused of not knowing how to die (4, p. 218). He simply could not fathom, as he realized his illness was incurable, that he would cease to exist and would cease to think. Death as the extinction of existence and thought was for von Neumann unthinkable, inconceivable. He was accused of not knowing how to die, in part because he went through episodes of psychological collapse, panic, and bouts of screaming in the night when he realized that his mind was no longer functioning, and would never again function, as it had so brilliantly for so many years. However, I think he was also accused of not knowing how to die because he could not socialize himself into the comforting numbness of just quietly accepting death, his own impending death, as natural and understandable. living creatures. His was a high and sharp sensitivity to the tear within us between a biology that runs down into the scattering disorder of all the structures of life and a spirit that strives to run on and upwards forever. How can this spirit that we are, in coexistence with all our molecules and cells, ever docilely accommodate itself to death?
Death for von Neumann was the intellectually impenetrable scandal of the mind, of the thought that his thinking would forever stop. How could he, or anyone else with like degrees of heightened consciousness, ever possibly think what had not yet been thought about the unthinkable? John von Neumann's outrage over death, the great Unthinkable and Inconceivable, ascends into his scream of incomprehension, a primitive and originating scream of the human spirit refusing to be rocked sleepingly into the comforting lullabies to death hummed through the centuries and into today. Does von Neumann's scream of incomprehension awaken anyone to think what no one, or perhaps very few, have yet thought about death?
Death: The Unspeakable?
Death can be said to be "unthinkable" in at least two senses: in the everyday language sense of "this just can't happen"; and in the deeper sense that our thinking cannot reach, encompass, and penetrate death nor achieve a mastery of death in understanding. Regarding this deeper sense of death being unthinkable, Ludwig Witt gen stein, the renowned Austrian-born philosopher, has said three things that can, I think, guide our reflection on whether death is also "the un speakable". Wittgen stein's first statement affirms that what cannot be imagined cannot even be talked about (5) ; in logical sequence to this is his second statement: whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent (6) .
Could silence, keeping silent, be the most intellectually fitting and humanly dignified act in the face of death, the unthinkable and the unspeakable? Yet, will keeping silent in the face of death ever clean out the channels of the mind long clogged with the tangled plaques of claptrap and clichés about death that have accumulated within human consciousness over the centuries and have hardened into shallow, fragile certainties within us?
Silence about death may not be the only act open to the human spirit. If we cannot think death through to comprehension and if we cannot talk about the unspeakable, we may be able to show, to evoke what death, for the human spirit, really is. The incomprehensibility of death is so intense and tightly bound together that it cannot be expressed in strings of words without being torn apart and scattered into meaninglessness. Such experiences fall into Wittgenstein's category of the "unutterable" and are open to his distinction between what can be said and what can be shown. This distinction is the core of Paul Engelmann's explanation when he told Wittgenstein that Ludwig Uhland's poem "Count Eberhard's Haw thorn," precisely because it did not attempt to express in words what was inexpressible, succeeded in evoking the inexpressible by showing the picture of a whole lifetime in 28 lines of text (7) . 1 Wittgenstein responded: "And this is how it is: if only you do not try to utter what is unutterable then nothing gets lost. But the unutterable will be unutterably -contained in what has been uttered" (8, p. 151 ).
There may very well be many other ways of evoking what death, the unthinkable and the unspeakable, is for the human spirit. But these ways will, I think, all be trying to catch up with and capture the human spirit's scream of profound incomprehension.
Death: The Unknowable?
During the funeral, over 20 years ago, of someone I loved dearly, I listened to family and friends saying all sorts of wonderful and comforting things -all to the effect that death and burial are not the end, either of our loved one or of all that we have experienced and have been together. I listened to the assurances that she had left us only to rejoin her parents, brothers, sisters, and friends, and that she would await our coming to join them all one day. When my turn came to speak, I just could not bring myself to repeat some version of these comforting assurances. These assurances seemed to me then, and every time I have heard them repeated over the years, to be well meaning but fundamentally unthinking, if not dishonest, deflations and vaporizations of death.
So when my turn came to speak at that funeral over 20 years ago, I had to draw attention to the terrible and enduring uncertainties that death leaves in the awakened and grieving mind. Yes, all the hopeful things said by those preceding me were meant to comfort those who mourned, but, I said, "Please remember: We do not really know, do we?"
We do not really know? No, we don't. We can, though, confront death with a belief, and diverse constructions of belief have both united and separated human beings across thousands of years since the first awakening of the human mind. But to believe something about death is not to know that something with the verified knowledge that delivers truth.
Death, the unknowable, leaves us all in a deep, enduring uncertainty. "We are closed in," as W.B. Yeats has understood, "and the key is turned / On our uncertainty" (9, p. 117). That uncertainty can even break into the strongest of beliefs and we can find ourselves "Being caught between the pull of the dark moon and the full" (10, pp. 86-88). When the dark moon reigns over our sky we should not be surprised, nor enduringly crushed, if we hear death's uncertainty whispering into our belief, or unbelief. As Dylan Thomas expressed it: "No Time, spoke the clocks, no God, rang the bells" (11) . We should not be crushed by that whisper? No, we should not. Death's uncertainty, after all, is only that: an uncertainty, however long it may endure.
